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Facu tv Seek Solution toWork Load
By Shiela Gavigan
In the last several years, UPS has
achieved local and national recognition for its growing excellence in
academic programs. This mounting
growth in excellence by all members
of the university community has
created a serious dilemma; the faculty has become exhausted physically and mentally, but the institution
cannot afford, financially or
academically, to ease the present
work load.
The work load, adopted by the
faculty 10 years ago to increase the
academic offerings at UPS and attract students, requires faculty to
teach seven units each year, with
one unit off every four years. This
constant drain on faculty, according
to several professors, is actually hindering any further growth by faculty
members as teachers and by UPS as
a learning institution. Time for indepth research and for reading about current developments relevent
to course subjects is sacrificed for
wider course selection and smaller
class size.

Terry Cooney, history professor,
said personal research is vital to the
development of a teacher, both in
the classroom and as a member of
the national scholarly community.
The present work load inhibits this
necessary personal and professional
growth, Cooney said, and although
the faculty realizes the financial
limits UPS as a private institution
faces, there is widespread consensus among the faculty that some
steps must be taken to ease the load
in order to achieve a quality faculty
and thus a quality education.
"Most people are not asking for
any amount of reduction in the
work, just the spending of the work
time in research or in work related
courses," he said. "Research itself is
related to courses since faculty
members are excited about research,
in some aspect of their field. This
excitement over research becomes
evident in the freshness and vitality
of the course.
Cooney emphasized that last
year's debate on Winterim was a

Koontz Returns Yff,
Clif ford A ide
By Diane Hess
After active involvement in
ASUPS, Jeff Koontz, a 1979 UPS graduate, has accepted a job in the administration working for Jim Clifford.
Koontz claimed some students
criticize him for working for the 'other " side now. He said, "I think
many students feel rivalry between
ASUPS and the administration is
necessary for producing
improvements at UPS; therefore
they believe my new employment
violates that healthy separation."
"Since the administration has
greater power, most importantly in
budgetary limitation, students need
to oppose it to get new programs
and ideas implemented," he continued. "But maybe the administration is in a better position for deciding priorities because it has a broader view," he stated.
Koontz, former ASUPS Executive
Vice President (preceding Scott
Burns), said he accepted the job at
UPS because it will better prepare
him for law school or graduate
school in management than other

available jobs.
"I decided I needed a year or two
off before going to graduate or law
school," said Koontz, an American
History major.
Koontz, now editing reports and
letters for Clifford and organizing
spring commencement claims his
job is challenging and a great opportunity to improve his writing and
other skills.
Coming to UPS as a sophomore
from the University of Arizona,
Koontz appreciated the greater opportiinities available at a smaller
school. He was a Trail reporter, Student Senate member and ASUPS Executive Vice President.

Attention Seniors!
The Multichrome mobile studio will return
Monday Nov. 19 for retakes. So if
you missed the first photo session,
of if you have any questions or
problems, stop by the van.

completely separate issue in the
faculty's view. Winterim's goal of
concentrated study is important to
the faculty, he stated, but the work
load issue is also vital to the faculty's
existence and performance.
John
Lantz,
mathematics
professor and chairman of the Faculty
Senate, agreed with Cooney's assessment of the work load situation.
The alternatives, Lantz explained,
are either to hire more faculty in
order to allow career professors on
the faculty a less strenuous work
load, or reduce course offerings and
force students into larger classes of
undesired courses.
"A suggestion was made at the
last Faculty Senate meeting, Nov. 5,
that 20-30 professors would be given
a free term for individual study and
work. Adjunct faculty or members
in the various departments and
schools could then spread the extra
work among themselves," Lantz
said, "But is an advantage to overload in one term to get free time in
the next?"

"There is no 'good' solution; given
the limited financial resources of
this institution," he continued. "The
quality of the program offered at
U.P.S. will suffer if selection is
reduced, class size is increased substantially, or professors continue to
be overworked.
The administration acknowledges
the danger in overloading the faculty.
The results of the work load may be
lower academic standards in the
long run, which would eventually reflect in enrollment and scholastic
standing for the University several
professors said. To economize, the
administration must offer a variety
of quality courses at a limited cost,
including the salaries of faculty.
Additional senate meetings will
continue to examine alternatives
and proposals by the faculty members, searching for a middle ground
where academic excellence and a
less draining faculty work load can
offer UPS a balanced program for
the years to come.
TRAIL Photo by Bob Akamian
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During the past academic year
and more dramatically this current
year, we have experienced increases
in the occurrence of nuisance crimes
such as thefts and vandalisms.
Unfortunately, our increase in oncampus problems is reflective of
similar problem trends in society as
a whole.
A primary emphasis of our
student-based security program at
the University of Puget Sound is the
development of community
responsibility. Everyone on campus
must do their utmost to assist in
protecting themselves and their
property as well as assist in the
protection of other persons and
property on campus. Persons who
observe a crime situation and/ori are
confronted with suspicious persons
or circumstances are urged to
contact the Safety and Security
Office immediately. Patrol
personnel can then respond and
manage the situation appropriately.
The
Safety
and
Security
Department will continue to
perform its crime prevention and
response functions. We will patrol
the campus grounds on a 24-hour
basis and will remain available to
respond to crisis situations and nonemergency crime situations. If we
identify students or non-campus
pt
ns as responsible for property

destruction or theft, they will be
processed appropriately through the
student discipline system and/or the
criminal justice system.
A majority of campus vandalism
problems such as broken windows
can be attributed to students. On
the other hand, most theft problems
(i.e., bicycles, stereo equipment,
etc.) appear to be the responsibility
of noncampus persons. All members
of the campus community have a
vested interest in assisting in
identifying persons responsible for
vandalisms and thefts. Damage to
campus property of the theft of
University property, let alone
damages or losses of personal
property, are paid for by students. If
we are unable to identify those
persons responsible for University
property thefts or vandalisms, then
the University budget, supported
primarily by student tuition, must
pay for the materials and the labor
required to replace or repair
property. In addition, if we do not
identify and sanction those
responsible for damages and losses,
they are encouraged to repeat such
offenses.
We can control property damages
and losses with the cooperation of
the entire University community.
Your support in this endeavor is
needed and appreciated.
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'Schopf To Speak On Evolution
Internationally recognized authority on evolution and the origins of
life, J. William Schopf, PhD., will
speak on "A Late Look at the Earliest
Evolution of Life on Earth" Tuesday,
Nov 27 at the University of Puget
Sound
Professor Schopf will be visiting
UPS November 26-28. He will be
giving a series of lectures and
informal discussions during his 3day stay. While some of the presentations will be of interest mostly
to science students, several will be
of general interest to all who are curious about the origin and evolution
of the earliest life on earth.
Professor Schopf is on the faculty
of UCLA in the Department of Earth
and Space Sciences. He received his
A.B. degree from Oberlin College
and his A.M. and Ph.D. degrees from
Harvard University. He is

recognized internationally as an authority in the area of Precambrian
paleobiology and biostratigraphy
and in the geologic, chemical, arl
biological aspects of the origin O,t
life on earth. His publications number 100 and he has received awards
for outstanding publications in his
field. He has served on the editorial
board of several scientific journals.
He has traveled widely. In 1975 he
was a U.S. National Academy of Sciences Exchange Scientist with the
Soviet Union, and in 1978 was a
member of the Botanical Society of
America Delegation to the People's
Republic of China.
If you have any questions regarding this program please contact:
3121
Bev Pierson, Biology
3121
Mike Gardiner, Biology
3129
Norm Anderson, Geology
3129
Stewart Lowther, Geology

VISIT OF]. WILLIAM SCHOPF
Nov. 26-28,1979
Nov. 26 T148 8:00 AM "Archean Ecology: On the evolution of the
Lrth's earliest ecosystems." Science Major lecture dealing with early
:Osystems - will be attended by most biology majors and all geology
a jo rs.
T330 9:00 AM Coffee and post-lecture discussion.
Mc006 8:00 PM "Precambrian palebiology: A late look at the earliest evolution of life on earth."
Nov. 28 T248 8:00 AM Lecture: "Following the advent of oxygenproducing photosynthesis, how long would it have taken to produce
an amount of oxygen equivalent to that in the present earth's atmosphere?"

Peace Corps/Vista
Representatives on Campus
Representatives for the Peace
Corps and VISTA will be on the UPS
campus Thursday and Friday, Nov.
29-30, with a call for volunteers to
join in the struggle against poverty
around the world. "The war on
poverty is not over, and the Peace
Corps and VISTA are looking for
reinforcements to carry on what
other volunteers have begun" stated
Maggie Haines, former Peace Corps
volunteer to Jamaica and now a
recruiting representative for the alliolunteer programs.
"We're looking for people who
want to be in the forefront of
effecting change" she said. "If you
care about people, don't mind
working for subsistence wages, and
can overcome frustration and
cultural differences, we want to talk
to you," she stated. "And it helps to
have a taste for adventure."
Haines
and
other
Ms.
representatives will be located at an
information booth in the SUB Lobby
from 9-4 Thursday, Nov. 29, and will
be conducting interviews Friday,
Nov. 30 in the Career Services office,
Rm 225, Memorial Library. Students
are asked to sign up in advance for
interviews. A special film & seminar
on Peace Corps & VISTA
opportunities is scheduled for
Thursday, Nov. 29 from 2-3 pm in
SUB Room 9. All students, faculty,
and staff are invited
"For the student who is interested
in experiencing a new life style and

career-oriented
is
not
heavily
immediately after graduation, either
the Peace Corps or VISTA offers a
tremendous personal growth
experience" she commented.
The list ot skills needed for both
Peace Corps and VISTA programs
that begin in the next 12 months
includes college graduates in nearly
every field of study including
secondary and elementary
education, health, the physical and
life sciences, math, French and
Spanish, agriculture, forestry, civil
engineering, industrial arts, fisheries,
architecture, business, home
economics, liberal arts, and many
other disciplines.
with
persons
Non-degreed
backgrounds in construction,
farming, vegetable gardening,, and
4 skilIed trades are also needed.
Community volunteer work
experience can also substitute for a
de2ree for VISTA. There is no upper
age limit for either program. Peace
Corps volunteers must be U.S.
citizens, and if married, have no
dependents.
Both the Peace Corps and VISTA
also provide a modest living
allowance, travel costs, medical
coverage, cultural and language
training where necessary, and a cash
readjustment allowance paid at the
end of service. Inquiries can also be
directed to the Seattle recruiting
office by calling (206) 442-5490.

330 9:00 AM Coffee and post-lecture discussion.
Professor Schopf's visit is sponsored by the Endowment Enrichment
und.

Environmental P wareness
Fai re Slated

"Environmental Awareness" is the
theme of the upcoming
Environmental Faire on Wednesday,
November 28th in the SUB lounge,
sponsored by the Environmental
Awareness Group. Between 11 am.
and 2 p.m., booths will be set up to
house distinguished representatives
of energy, wildlife, and recreational
interests. They will be available for
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questions
and
information
concerning their particular
organization. Groups such as Live
Without Trident, the Sierra Club, the
Food Bag, and the Expeditionary are
among many that will be
represented. Displays, including an
endangered wildlife set-up will also
be included during this lunch-time
event, along with special, live
entertainment, and a bake sale.
This student sponsored activity is
being put forht with the intent of
stimulating your environmental
consciousness. Among the benefits
gained from such an event would be
thought-provoking discussions, a
chance to learn about the many
diversified organizations, the sights
of visual display and the sounds of
music, nutritional food offered by
the E.A.G., and a generally relaxed
atmosphere'
Come one, come all, for the Faire
is open to all!!

HARVARD/WEST
by tash
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For a small school, UPS does a good job of lining up special extracurricular happenings: visiting speakers, films and various
lectureldiscussion events. But the fact remains that we often go for
weeks at a time without anything going on. Paradoxically, when
something does begin to happen it is inevitable that other events are
scheduled for overlapping times. Last Tuesday is an excellent
example. The classic documentary film about the American
experience in Vietnam, Hearts and Minds, was shown between 7-9
p.m., Richard Rubenstein continued his lecture series at 8 p.m., and
Alpha Kappa Delta scheduled a panel discussion about America in the
1980's at 7 p.m.
Why must we create situations like these where if your Professors
don't decide for you which of the available events you will attend,
which is often the case, you are left to make a decision that is an
exercise in frustration. It is abundantly clear that UPS needs to
develop some system to better coordinate events on campus.,
Apparently, the powers that be have become aware of this situation.
The Fieldhouse administrators have made certain that this Saturday
you will not be in a situation similar to lastApril, when we were faced
with a choice between attending the annual Regester Eecture or the
Van Halen concert. The schedule has been cleared to assure that there
is absolutely nothing else going on to interfere with the "So You Think
You're Tough" contest in the Fieldhouse. My hat is off to whoever
pulled off this scheduling coup. Let us hope that such excellent taste
in events and scheduling coordination can be continued into the
future.
"amateurish ... naive ... irresponsible...

LETFIMS
I r re I event Ramblings
NovemberlO,1979
Dear Editor:
The coverage of the Jones Hall
incident published in the TRAIL of
November 9, is yet another example
of inaccurate, misleading, and in
general shabby reporting by the Trail
staff. David Smith's front page
article is, in fact, shabby,
misleading, and inaccurate. David
failed in his article to mention the
material and logistical contributions
to "the project" of both Tenzler and
Regester residence halls, without
whi:h the incident could never have
been successfully pulled off. David
also seriously misquotes both
Senator Hochberg and myself. I
talked with the Senator shortly after
publication of the article at which
time he informed me that he had
never said "This is fun." "I never
said 'this is fun,' " Senator Hochberg
told me, "I was misquoted." As for
myself, I never said" it was all they
could get away with." I have no idea
what made David think I said that...
I talked with David about his
journalistic skills soon after
publication of the article: "I have
no credibility," he told me. David
also told me he was

Bottles on the Brain

only say the entire issue was handled
As any responsible
irresponsibly.
press would have realized, the Jones
Hall incident was a very delicate
ity securit\ best
the sensationalistic press. It turns
exhausting
that
after
out
negotiations the residents of
Langlow (the LRO by the way) were
able to reach an accord with the
administration - but no thanks to the
Trail! Just goes to show the dangers
of a free press!
Rumor has it that the next project
for LRO involves reorganization and
re-staffing of the Trail, the onset of
which will be signalled by SUB
toilets backing up into the office of
Dan Pearson. Until then, David
Smith should offer himself up to be
publically toilet papered - or better
yet - smothered with back issues of
Most Sincerely Yours,
Steven Harvey
Langlow resident

To the Editor:
Ed. Note: The following bill was sent to ASB
and was kindly presented for publication by
"A Has Been."

The Tacoma News Tribune of
Sunday, November 11, carried an
interesting article about President
Phibbs' belief in the value and
importance of the study of foreign
languages and cultures. The article
states that during his recent
sabbatical he was struck by the fact
that among European students,
fluency in several languages is, "by
no means unusual." American
students, in contrast, are frightfully
ignorant in this area. The tendency
is reflected in business and gives the
Europeans "an enormous mobility
and a tremendous edge" in the competitive business world. President
Phibbs added that not only the Europeans but also the Japanese show
great superiority to Americans in the
command of foreign languages. As a
result, American businessmen are at
a great disadvantage in the conduct
of international business matters.
"It should be no great surprise that
we are not doing well in balancing
trade with Japan," he said.
Why then has the Japanese
language and literature position at
this university been dissolved? One
would think that the Importance of
Japan to the American business
community alone, not to mention
the intrinsic value of Japanese
studies, would have precluded last
fall's decision to dissolve that
position.
Didn't happen that way, though,
and in the process this university lost
not only the resource of the
Japanese lang/lit position, but also a
very fine professor in the person of
Chang, Yun, a scholar and teacher
who is well respected by his
students and faculty colleagues
alike. Spring '80 will be Professor

The following is an accounting of
costs incurred as a result of damages
on Wednesday night, October 31,

1979:
Clean up of toilet paper, confetti, et
cetera -22 man hours $117.70
Replacement of broken window in
Jones 215-2 manhours 14.00
Replacement of four roller towels
@ $13.00 each + 5% sales tax 54.60
Replacement of toilet paper: (48
rolls per case)
34 rolls from Jones Men's Restrooms
27 rolls from Student Center Men's
Restrooms
24 rolls from all restrooms from
McIntyre
1 case form Custodian's closet in
Jones
1/2 case from 1218 N. Alder
2cases @ $24.50 per case + 5%
sales tax
51.45
13 rolls @ $ 51 each + 5% sales
tax
6.96
Total Cost
$244.71
Eugene Elliott

More of Same

Ed. Note: I think that Scott Jackson's comments about you on page 12 speak only too
eloquentl y for how much weight one should
assign to your words.

Relevent
Ramblings
Dear Dan,
Since letter writing is a fad this
week, I would feel left out if I didn't
contribute something. Yes there was
a larger consortium resDonsible for
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The Difference Between
Rhetoric and Reality

the Trail.
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would like to step forward and take
their rightful place as the
originators, along with Scott, of the
tribute to Gwen and Phil. We also
played a major part in cleaning up
the inside or Jones Hall with the
gracious help of several other ladies
from Tenzler. Thank you!
Sincerely,
The Ladies from Tenzler -(Winners of IM Football)
PS--Phil and Gwen know who we are.

candy striping Jones than simply the
Pekingese. The Tenzler girls,
Regester Hall the Plant department,
Safety and Security, Professor John
Magee, Barb, and Maria must all be
commended for helping to roll out
the welcome for President Phibbs. I
conclude by encouraging the Trail
to assign a larger number of
reporters to the upcoming all
campus camp-out in the President S
woods in commemoration of our
beautiful campus arboretum.
Sincerely,
a has been

Wq- -

Dear Sir:
With all due respect to good
journalism and in the interest of fair
play, we feel we must correct the
error found in the headline story of
last week's Trail. If David Smith had
asked the right people, he would
have found out that the residents of
Langlow House were not soley
responsible for the Jones Hall
triumph. Several ladies of Tenzler
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Rhetoric & Reality Cont.
Yun's last semester at UPS.
The dissolution decision went
mostly unnoticed by the university
at large, but for a time it seriously
threatened the future of a productive and responsible Asian Studies
program. The program survived h.
not without much serious consideration as to whether an undergraduate Asian Studies program could be
effective and responsible without a
single Asian language or literature
offering. The program is holding its
own, thank you, but I consider it
weakened by the loss.
The point here is not the present
or future condition of the Asian
Studies program, although that is
certainly an important issue. The
point here is the discrepancy
between rhetoric and reality at this
university. Ihe near future holds a
chance for the Phibbs
administration to strengthen its
credibility and gain some new
respect from the student body.
Kerry Webster, who is responsible
for the News Tribune article, writes
that President Phibbs' sabbatical
showed him the need for this
university to strengthen its offerings
in international affairs and language
especially for business students. It's
high time.
"It's tough to interest students in
something they don't see as having
an immediate value to them, but it
has to be attempted," Phibbs is
quoted. Damn straight. How many
students would enroll in English 101
if it weren't mandatory? President
Phibbs knows that the
intensification of international
studies is crucial to the reality of a
well-rounded, liberal-and lifetimeeducated person. Now let's see it
happen.
Liz Collins

Vacancy
by
Ric Hallock
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What Is CIAC?

This is your roving reporter once
again asking students this week's
question: What do you think of the
Campus Films?

by Elizabeth Blake
Marty Mukhalian - I think they do
''h however I always
an ""
- . . ....:.., dates to
go on, ana iiiy aates just don't care
to go and see the campus films. My
dates just can't afford to fork out
$50 and since we go dutch treat, I
can't either, partly due to the tuition
increase this year.
Sandra Kaiser - I go to the campus
films a lot, and I really enjoy them. I
think it would be fun to work on the
film committee, and be able to
choose the kind of movies that are
shown for the weekend
entertainment at UPS.
Kelly Kimball - I think the variety
of campus films is great. One week
they will show a comedy, the next,
maybe a mystery. Once can see that
the people in charge of selecting the
movies are really working hard, and
are doing a good lob!
Bern Conway - Campus Films are
great for my girlfriend and me when
we want to see a good movie and
either don't want to pay a lot of
money, or don't want to go very far
to see one. It's great to have something like that to do when you want
to have fun and be economical at
the same time.
Dane McCormick - I wish campus
films could show some films like
"Deer Hunter" or the "Texas Chain
Saw Massacre" - some really
bloody, true stories. People get tired
of seeing your everyday run-of-themill movies. What do you think
Campus Films people? Could you
show movies like those?
Elaine Blair - I think it would be fun
to work on campus films committee.
I have enjoyed the films they have
shown this year, and it looks like the

people running them are having a
great time up in the "box" watching
them and carrying on too! I wish
that they could show movies like
"The Sound of Music" or "Gone with
the Wind" - I realize these are now
shown on T.V., but everyone likes
old favorites, and I think Campus
Films could make a lot of mone
from them.
Mike Cosby - The best part ol
campus films movies, are the
cartoons. I love cartoons, and with
that they could show more Bugs
Bunny and Woody the Woodpecker.
Also, I wish the committee could get
a hold of some Chuck Norris movies
like "Good Guys Wear Black."
Kirk Bassett - It's great when you
get a really rowdy crowd inside the
theatre at campus films, all they
need now is a great rowdy movie like
"Rocky Horror Picture Show" people go wild when they see this
movie-musical. I'm sure Campus
Films would attract a big crowd if
they showed this one!!
Leslie Martin - I wish Campus
Films had a suggestion box.that they
had outside the doors to the theatre
that people could put their ideas
into - I think this would not only
benefit the committee, but would
help for future refeiènces on movies
or just maybe general comments.
I'm sure that there are a lot of
students that have a lot of good
ideas they would like to share with
the committee
Paul Kingsford - I definitely think
that campus films movies are
lacking somewhat - that is, all except
for them showing "The Midnight
Express" - I'd like to know who
decides what movies are shown and
what movies are available
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Community Involvement and
Action Center is an on-campus
organization designed to encourage
student interest in community
involvement. Not only is CIAC a
service for UPS students, it's a
service to the community. Students
interested in an additional learning
experience outside of the University
can fulfill this desire while aiding the
community in volunteering some of
their time. Tutoring, penal
institutuion, . retarded and
handicapped children, group homes,
social work, and recreation are only
a few of the areas open to you as
volunteers. Without student interest
and awareness in community
experience, CIAC is a useless
organization. So, make use of what
is available to you and stop in and
visit CIAC. Office hour, 3-5pm. daily
in room 212-SUB, x-3367.

Coontz To
Speak At Militant
Labor/Forum
This week's Militant Labor Forum
is entitled "Are Humans Really
Greedy? Race Hatred, Violence,
Sexual Inequality--is Human Nature
to Blame?" There will be a film
"Cave People of the Philippines"
which is a documentary showing a
native culture before "civilization"
set in. Speaking will be Stephanie
Coontz. She is a professor at The
Evergreen State College, a member
of the Federation of Teachers and a
feminist, lecturer, and author. The
forum will be held Sunday,
November 18, 7:00 p.m. at 1306
South K Street. For more
information call 627-0432.
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SPORTS
V-Ball Wins
One, Drops Two
The UPS Women's Volleyball
team brought their record to 12-10
last weekend as they defeated
George Fox University 15-6,15-7, and
15-7. Pacific University and Linfield
defeated UPS in two other matches,
however. Coach Roberta Wilson felt
the team operated their new defense
well, but were intimidated by the
very confident Pacific University
team. Outstanding players during
the three matches were Jennifer
McFall, June Mayfield, and Aimee
DeLine. June dominated the UPS
attack, leading the team in kills and
aced serves. The team will be in
Fairbanks, Alaska on Friday and
Saturday November 16 and 17 to
play the University of AlaskaFairbanks and the University of
Alaska-Anchorage.

swe

s
At Home
V.11

The University of Puget Sound
women's swim team will host the
University of Victoria on Saturday,
November 17th in their first home
meet of the season. The meet is in
Wallace Pool on campus at 1:00 pm.
Coach Rick Unrue was pleased
with his team's performance in the
recent Husky Relays at the
University of Washington.
Swimming against tough opponents
the University of Washington, Simon
Fraser, University of Victoria, and
the University of British Columbia,
the team didn't score high but all
relay times were improved over last
year's performance. The team is
swimming without the services of
Wendy Hunt, defending national
champion in the 50 yard and 100
yard freestyle, who is out indefinitely
with a chest injury.
The team hopes to improve this
season on last year's 13th place
finish in the AIAW Small College
N;itional Championships.

Soccer Team
In Tie
Freshman Carmen Zeeben scored
a goal 65 minutes into the match to
bring the UPS and Lewis and Clark
soccer teams to a one-one tie.
Coach Bill Kuba stated, "It was only
the excellent play of Lewis and
Clark's goalie that even kept the
game close". This tie puts the UPS
Women's Soccer team record at two
wins, seven losses, and two ties.
Their last two games will be
Saturday, November17 and Sunday,
November 18 against the University
of Oregon and Oregon State
University, respecti'vely.

UPS Rips U.S. international3l-14:

Loggers Undefeated At Home

c-I

0
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Logger defenders Jeff Hartford (85) and Jeff Puetz (73) close in on Gull quarterback Bob Gagliano
by Jeff Crane
The place that the Logger football
UPS drove 53 yards to make the
In the fourth quarter, defensive
team needed to play in during early
score 14-7. The big play was a specstunts and harassment by the
season losses to Idaho and Portland
tacular diving catch from Iverson to
rushing lineman kept the Gull quarState has been found - in Baker StaMike Bos, who had two catches fro
terback Gagliano under too much
dium. The UPS varsity squad re67 yards. lverson, who may have
pressure for him to do anything.
mained undefeated at home by
had his least impressive game of the
Bob Jackson, Matt Wambold, Jeff
defeating U.S. International 31-14.
season, completed but nine passes
Puetz, Dave Allison, and Mike
Considering their dominance at
out of 22 for 133 yards.
Lindsberg had good defensive ball
Baker Stadium, the Loggers sure
The Logger's next score came on
games. Raine intercepted his
would have enjoyed a more advanMike Raine's 57-yard interception
second pass and the ensuing drive
tageous season had they played
runcack of a Gagliano pass. Mike
was capped by the final score of the
their toughest matchups at home.
played his usual game in front of the
game. Mike Factory, switching to
They are winless on the road this seahome crowd. USIU made the halffullback because of injuries to Rick
son. They face Simon Fraser in Vantime score 21-14 as the constant
Lindblad and Ed Simons, helped the
couver B.C. this Saturday hoping to
USIU passing took its toll on the
drive with a 35-yard scamper.
break their road jinx.
Logger defense, and the Gull 95-yard
Factory finished with 102 yards and
U.S.
International, from San
drive ended with a one-yard run by
a bruised body unaccustomed to the
Diego, did not know exactly what to
Mark Wright.
fullback slot. The scoring play was
expect
form
the
inconsistent
The Loggers started off the seca 28-yard pass from Iverson to Keith
Loggers. The Loggers started
ond half with Monty Laughlin kickBrown.
somewhat slowly early in the game,
ing a 44-yard field goal which took a
Penalties again plagued the
and as the action began to pick up,
good bounce over the crossbar. A
Loggers, being nailed with 110 yards
so did UPS. Led by a strong defenfake punt by the Loggers on fourth
of punishment. U.S. International
sive performance, UPS found themdown allowed the offense to get inhad 59 yards against them, but only
selves repeatedly in good field posito field position for Laughlin's three5 yards in the second half. Still, the
tion but could not take full
pointer. Wayde Stephens, punterLogger victory left them 6-4 for the
advantage. In a contrasting attack
season and they head for the season
quarterbck, found Ron Bagby for a
on offense, UPS rushed more than
finale against Simon Fraser this Sat36-yard gain. This had the Loggers
usual with 45 ground plays, while
urday. (Let's switch it to Baker
ahead 24-14 with 11:00 minutes to
USIU passed 49 times. And as a reStadium).
go in the third quarter.
sult, the "ones who live by the pass,
die by the pass." Four interceptions
plagued starting Gull quarterback
Bob Gagliano and led to a touchLSAT • MCAT • GRE
down runback by Mike Raine, his
GRE PSYCH • GRE BlO
first of two interceptions for the
GMAT • OATS OCAT. PC.'tT
Bring back tradition and enter the
day. Good field position resulted
VAT • MAT • SAT
from the other turnovers. SophoGoldfish Swallowing

The Great
Goldfish Gulp

more Rick Milton came up with one
on a tipped pass, Bill Whitton
grabbed one, and ever-present Gary
Tidd put his hands on one.
Including Buster Crook's controversial 'non-interception', the Logger
defense dropped three more possible steals. Crook, a freshman from
Shorecrest, played well and has a
good future in the defensive backfield. The fifth interception came
off of Gagliano's backup. The defense was sharp but also started a
bit slow, allowing USIU to tie the
score at 7-7 following a 24-yard scoring drive by the Loggers. Wyatt
Baker, all-time UPS rushing and
scoring leader, put the first of his
two touchdowns on the scoreboard
with a one-yard plunge. After Jeff
Puetz recovered a Gagliano fumble,

NAT'L MED BOS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE
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MPIAN

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Preparation Speciaiists
Since 1938

Contest of U.P,S.
Nov. 28 at 7:30 in
the Cellar. Prizes
awarded by Peaches Records
and Diamond Jim's

For inlormalion, Please Call:

-52.
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PETE 'S FOREIGN AUTO REPAIR
ASK ABOUT OUR TUNE-UP SPECIAL
FOR YOUR MAKE OF CAR
FREE RIDE BACK TO CAMPUS

EXCELLENT SERVICE AT A FAIR PRICE
1222 South Sprague .

By Peck Field.

572.3768
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UPS Basketball Team
Eyes National Crown
by Jeff Crane
After a surprisingly successful season last year, the UPS Logger Men's
basketball team looks forward to a
promising schedule and another trip
to Nationals this year. One good
reason for optimism rests on the
strength of Head Coach Don Zech's
returning players. Losing only Phil
Hiam among last year's starters, the
entire team has the ability to cover
up the loss of Hiam with their talent.
But the loss of Hiam means they are
without his intimidating 6-8, 230
poind frame. Lack of size may
become the team's biggest concern.
[his also hampered the Loggers
intheir quest for the National Championship last season. But the wellcoached Logger squad, whose
strengths were team play and a
strong bench, went as far as the
NCAA Division II Quarterfinals
before being knocked out. They
went into the tournament ranked
number 1 in the nation.
All this success with a young team
should tell you that with last season
behind them, UPS should have the
'experience' factor strengthening
them, twelve players who saw
plenty of action last year return,
including tour starter; Eric Brewe,
Joe Leonard, Thom Stephens, and
Roy del Smiley. With the quality
and experience the Loggers possess,
the players hopefully have the
mental strength to keep their
intensity for the season. People will
expect a season resembling last
year's outstanding one or maybe
even more.
Keeping a watchful eye out for
the disabling disease of overconficlence is Coach Don Zech. Zech, in
his 12th campaign for UPS, has accumulated an impressive 221-94 wonloss record. The includes the 1976
NCAA Division II National
Championship and tive straight trips
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to Regionals.
"This season should be a real test
of the returnees' intensity," said
Zech, "because they had such a
successful year without really
expecting it and now people will
expect as much or more from them."
Returning to play under Zech to
help try to duplicate that championship includes 6-7 center Joe Leonard
and 6-6 forward Eric Brewe, both
Juniors. Leonard was First Team
Little All-American last season,
being one of the leading rebounders
in the nation and his aggressiveness
epitomizes the Logger's hustle.
Brewe led the Loggers in scoring
(14.3) with a 55 per cent field goal
accuracy. His ability to drive to the
hoop led to many trips to the foul
line.
Many reasons led to a great
Logger rush at the end of last season,
but two major boosts were the hot
play of guards Roy del Smiley and
Thom Stephens. Smiley provides the
fast break with his incredible ability
to flash past anyone on the court to
score and his left-handed jumper
keeps the opponent's defense
honest. Nobody needs to keep
Thom Stephens from being honest
on defense, he'll just outhustle his
man with pressure defense and
intimidate him to frustration. Stephens is not just the defensive player
he seems, his hot shooting plus his
defensive play earned him the MVP
award during the Western Regionals
last season. Looking to fill Hiam's
vacated forward position are 6-6
junior Wayne Ricarte and 6-7 Todd
Burton, also a junior. Ricarte
showed flashes of good talent last
year in his frequent visits off the
bench. Burton may have the upper
hand for the slot because of the
more playing time he had last
season. Averaging 6.9 pts. per game
and 3.1 rebounds, Burton has an
excellent shooting touch which
could replace Hiam's.
Good bench strength will come
from sophomore forward Brian Hopkins, junior guard Tim Taylor,
torward lohn Wilson, and guard Hill
Radtord. Eight newcomers have
tome to UPS with the hope ot
breaking into the lineup, but
prospects may not he too good.
The Loggers will continue to score
well on offense because of their
good shooting and quick ness,
averaging 78.2 points a baligame
last season
Zeths team will
possess a strong detense and with
its hustling, pressing style, they held
opponents to 65.5 points per game.
This season shapes up to be a
good one for the Loggers, who are
confident and ready. The first game
will be played Nov. 27 at home
against the Canadian Athletes-InAction. The Canadians have beaten
the Soviet Union's Number one
team, so it looks as it it will be a
strong early test for the Loggers.

Logger Hoop Slate Set
Tuesday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Saturday
Monday
Saturday
Monday
Wednesday
Friday

November27
December 1
December 3
December 4
December 8
December10
December15
December 17
December19
December21

Fri-Sat

Dec. 28-29

Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Tuesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Sunday

January 2
January 4
January 5
January 9
January12
January 16
January19
January23
January26
January29
February 2
February 6
February 9
February 12
February 20
February 24

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•

Atheletes-In-Action
Eastern Washington University
Chapman College
Cal State-Stanislaus
Weber State
Eastern Montana
University of North Dakota
North Dakota State
Montana State
North Park College
Tac-UPS Holiday Tournament
Portland St. Boise State
UPS Eastern Illinois
Eastern Washington University
Western Colorado State
Montana Tech
Western Washington University
Texas Wesleyan
Cal Baptist College
Seattle University
Central Washington University
Seattle Pacific University
Portland State
Western Washington University
St. Martin's College
Eastern Montana
Central Washington University
Seattle Pacific University
St. Martin's College

Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home

Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away

•to be broadcast on K UPS-FM'

Loggers
Join
WMA
An exciting race is predicted for
the Washington Intercollegiate Basketball Association (WIBA) in its first
season. Formed last spring, the
members include Central Washington University, Eastern Washington
University, St. Martin's College,
Seattle Pacific University, University
of Puget Sound and Western Washington University.
"With the traditional rivalries that
exist between many of the schools,
it's just a natural affiliation," said
Seattle Pacific basketball Coach
Keith Swagerty, who helped
organize the association.
"This is something the basketball
coaches have been working on for
quite some time and with all of us
now scheduling as independents, the
need for some type of association
became even more apparent."
The only commitment made by
the member schools has been to
schedule home and away games
with one another for the upcoming
campaign. National affiliation (four
schools are in the NAIA and two in
the NCAA), financial aid, eligibility
and related aspects will continue to
be handled on an institutional basis.
"We're not sure where this basketball association might go," said Swagerty, "but for right now our main
goal is to promote and publicize the
basketball programs at our schools."
He added that the alignment "gives
the teams something more to shoot
for during the regular season,
although not having any direct bearing on post-season playoff berths."

IM Notes
IM Women's Championship

Fig Football
Tenzlerl8 Alpha Phil2

Sign up Now! Turkey Trot
Tuesday, November 20th
8 Divisions

Men & Women Open
Men & Women Faculty
Men 9' Women Law School
Men & Women Living Groups
Turkeys awarded to 1st place finishers.

IM Playoff Schedule
Thursday 3:30 pm:
GAME 1
Tort Feasors vs Theta Chi
Lower Baker
Saturday 10:00 pm:
GAME 2
SAE vs Beta

Lower Baker 'A'
GAME 3
S & M vs winner game I

Lower Baker 'B'

Officials Needed For Winter Basketball.

Sign-up for Winter Basketball NOW
in IM Office.

Tennis Tournament - Nov. 17 - 21
Swim Meet- Nov. 27 Sign up Now!
FrisbeeContest - No one showed up
Field Goal Kick Winner - Terry
Sharrard

Basketball - Men & Women Sign up
Now!

Special Need for quality personnel for officials. Work-Study people
needed. More info in !M offr.
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20/20 A Perfect Vision
f F t R ks

by Mark Stephens
A few years ago if someone
mentioned Los Angeles to a rock
critic certain musicians like Linda
Ronstadt, Jackson Browne, Jon
Mitchell and Tom Waits would
probably come to mind. Today if
L.A. was mentioned you would heai
about such bands as The Knack
Tom Petty or Van Halen. But in the,
future when someone mentions L.A.
you will probably hear about 20/20.
20/20 is presently one of the
fastest rising bands on the West
Coast. They've been a favorite on
the vibrant L.A. club scene for years,
and now they've broken ties with thQ
big city and gone nation wide with
their debut album, simply entitled
20/20. Formed over 2 years ago
20/20 is comprised of Steve Allen
and Ron Flynt, both natives of Tulsa,
Oklahoma, along with Chris Silagyi
and Mike Gallo, both from New
York. Gallo recalls the beginning for
20/20, "We had a definite concept of
what we wanted to do from the
beginning. We wanted to have the
energy of a punk band but the
melodies and the song which the
punk bands at the time didn't have.
We were definitely influenced by
the melodies of the '60s."
Their debut album is based on 12
power pop tunes, all built with
catchy melodies, exceptionally
interesting lyrics and great "Beatle
like" harmonies. Allen comments
on the album, "This album could
have been real '60s-style but we kept
moving on and writing new songs.
We realize it's going to be the '80s
and we want to have new sounds. It
has to keep evolving." Well 20/20
has definately evolved into an
excellent debut album. Side one
begins with a 70 second synthesized
tribute to Skylab, "The Sky Is
Falling", which seems to be some

type of warm-up test for you're
speakers. "Yellow Pills", which
would be heard next, is a well
produced synthesizer number about
what else but yellow pills. "Cheri" is
a great example for their ability to
carry an '805 style tune on with the
'60s sound. "Tell Me Why" is
another super tune on the first side.

Movie Explores Male Menopause
"10" is a movie about shattered
illusions, managing to be both funny
and moving, often at the same time.
Basically the story of GeorgE
Webber, a famous and successful
composer, it is also a parody of such
social phenomena as the Southern
California lifestyle. George is
unhappy, despite his comfortable
Hollywood existence. His problem,
it seems is something called male
menopause; according to George's
gay lyricist, this can be worse than
the variety experienced by females.
If George is any example, he may
have a point.
Dudley Moore's characterization
of George is so appealing that both
male and female members of an
audience are able to relate to his
crisis. When he sees the
'xfraordinarily beautiful Bo Derek on
her way to the alter he falls
completely in love with her.

h

Abandoning an older, but still very
attractive Julie Andrews, he follows
Ms. Derek and her new husband to
Acapulco, where they are
honeymooning.
George" manages to entangle
himself in some very awkward
situations while indulging his
infatuation. Moore supports his role
with a comedic repertoire ranging
from deadpan delivery of one-liners
to some fairly exotic
facial
expressions.
After an extended
binge and a blearyeyed flight to
Mexico, George passes out in his
hotel room, only to be awakened by
a Mariachi band striking up outside
his window. The look of disbelief on
his face as he staggers out onto his
balcony is one of the high points of
the movie. Fortunately there are
many others, making "10" a film
well worth seeing.

Just another one of their straight
forward poprock songs, done so
well. Probably the one most
outstanding thing about 20/20's
songs are the great melodies, this
can be heard in "Tell Me Why" (so
Beatle-esque) and "IRememberthe
Lightning." It's very apparent
throughout the entire album that all
four members are striving for that
same distinct sound. "We all write
but we're coming from the same
approach," Gallo notes. "We're all
different but we're all trying for the
same thing, which I guess is why it's
worked." Moving on, last Friday
night Seattle got a chance to see
how well it works for 20/20. Their
show at The Place was opened by
Seattles own, The Cowboys,
(book'em Sern i,they're hot!). After
we were all worked up 20/20 came
on stage. Dressed in their vogue,
style new wave clothes (except for
Silagyi, who wore the traditional
jeans and T-shirt), they continued to
rock the crowd. The dance floor was
packed (dancing to New Wave? I
love it). After playing everything
they knew the crowd still wanted
more. The band then played a few
Beatle tunes, "Slowdown" and "And
You're Bird Can Sing," an impressive
version of the Flamin' Groovies hit
"Shake Some Action", the old Dave
Clark Five hit "Glad All Over" and a

couple Rolling Stones songs which I
don't recall the titles to. Ron Flynt,
the bass player, summed it all up
when he said, "I hope we give
people a sense of going somewhere,
that the band and characters in the
songs are all moving ahead of the
times, instead of just being a
reflection of the times. We do what
we do now, and when we go on to
the next thing, I hope it's going to
being people there, too." With a
debut album like 20/20 and shows
like I saw at the Place, I don't thing
that they'll have to worry about
finding fans to follow.

Presents
TAG
Christmas Play
Tacoma Actors Guild presents THE
CRICKET ON THE HEARTH
November 28 through December 22. A
heartwarming Christmas story for
children of all ages. Tickets go on sale
November first at the TAG box office,
1323 South Yakima, or call 272-2145
and reserve your seats. Ticket prices
range from $4 to $7 with special prices
for senior citizens and students for
most performances! Curtain is 8:00
pm. Three Sunday matinees are
offered December 2nd, 9th and 16th
,,withthecurtaflat:3OP!T...

Gothic Horror At Inside Theatre
Count Dracula, Ted Tiller's new
and often humerous version of
Bram Stoker's nineteenth century
Gothic horror novel, will be
presented by the Inside Theatre on
November 29, 30 and December 1,
6, 7 and 8.
Based on one of the most terrifying tales ever told, Count Dracula
(Kevin DressIer), introduces a suave
and sophisticated vampire who
offers his victims the alluring pros pect of everlasting life. His latest
prey is Miss Mina Murray (Marianne
Simpson), ward of Dr. Seward (Mark
Melin) in whose provincial insane
asylum the action transpires. Her
fiance (Jeffrey Gauger) arrives from
London, worried over her strange inertia and trancelike state. Equally
concerned is Professor Van Helsing
(Larry Hansen), specialist in rare maladies, who senses the supernatural
at work. Added trouble comes from
Sybil (Elizabeth Palmer), Dr. Seward's
sherry-tippling sister and from
Renfield (Eric Anderson), a schizophrenic inmate in league with
Dracula. The forces of "good" rival
the temptations of "evil" as Mina innocently succumbs to the mesmeric

powers of the Count. Other members of the cast include Rick
Hinkson and John Oltmann. The production is directed by Dianne
Winslow.
Flying bats, howling wolves,
secret panels and mysterious disappearances accent an evening of suspense and entertainment.
Ticket prices are $3.00 for general
admission and $2.00 for studen.ts.
Reservations are recommended and
may be made by calling the Inside
Theatre box office (756-3329)
between 1 and 5 weekdays. Tickets
may also be available at the door on
the nights of petformances. Curtain
is at 8:00 p.m.

In anticipation of the arrival of
Count Dracula, students, faculty
and university staff are encouraged
to give their blood - not to the legendary vampire - but to the Pierce
County Blood Bank. A mobile unit
will be stationed at the top of the
circle of Jones Hall from November
26-30. Those donating blood will receive a free ticket to a performance
of Count Dracula at the Inside
Theatre. "The blood is the life!"

Korean Art Exhibit Tours West
Rarelydo international exhibitions
of the stature of "5,000 Years of
Korean Art" begin their tours of the
United States on the West Coast.
This exhibition, however, premiered
in San Francisco at the Asian Art
Museum on May 1, 1979; and came
directly to the City of Seattle from
San Francisco, where over 547,000
persons saw it. Following its pre-

sentation at the Seattle Art Museum
in Volunteer Park, it will travel on to
the Art Institute of Chicago, The
Cleveland Museum of Art in New
York City, and complete its U.S. tour
in Kansas City at The Nelson
Gallery-Atkins Museum.
The Seattle Art Museum has long
been renowned for its fine
collection of Asian art.

WHAT IS IT THAT EVERYONE
LIKES ABOUT ROCK 'N' ROLL?

-

I.

Internationally Acclaimed Pianist
to Perform At UPS
Produced by Bruce Botnick.

• are trader,,arks 01 CBS Inc. © 1979 CBS Inc.

Bela Siki,
the internationallyacclaimed concert pianist, will be
appearing in the first of Seven
Performances Series, 8 pm,
Thursday, November 28, in Jacobsen
Hall. Says the London Times, "Bela
Siki is an artist without affectation;
the simplicity of the piano playing

conceals a phenomenal technique
and the understanding of music
possessed only by the great". The
UPS concert is sponsored by the
University Cultural Arts Committee
as part of the Ashby series of
cultural,events.
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tudent Services
The

The following are only a few of
the jobs available to U.P.S. students
through the Academic Advising
Career Planning and Placement
Office's Job Board. If you would
like more information about one of
the positions listed below, please
stop by the A2CP2 office in Library
225.

#792 Someone is needed to deliver

job
Board

televisions. Must be able to do
heavy lifting and have a good
driving record. Salary is $3.50 per
hour.
#798 An occupational or physical
therapy helper is needed. Must have
an O.T. or P.T. certificate.
#799 A receptionist, able to type 40
w.p.m. and well-groomed, is needed.
Salary is according to union scale.
#801 There is a position open for a
proff operator. Must know 10 key by
touch, debit and credit. Salary is
$3.50 plus 5% depending on
experience.
#800 A night auditor is needed.
Must have an aptitude for figures.
Training rate is $3.75 per hour.
#802
A gas station attendant is
needed. Salary is $3.00 per hour
starting, plus commission.

#809

A custodial instructor is
needed. Must be bondable, and
have good written and verbal skills.
Salary is $3.50 perhour.

#814 A tax preparer is needed. Must
have taken one federal tax course. A
business background is helpful.
Salary is $3.50-4.00 per hour,
depending on qualifications.
#815 There is an opening for a
Spanish conversationalist. Must
have ability to carry out a
conversation in Spanish, preferably
a native Columbian. Salary is $4.00
per hour.
#816 A care center aide is needed.
Must have understanding of mental
hea4i field and be dependable.
Salary is $3.25 per hour.
#817 An auto driver is needed. Must
have a driver's license without any
restrictions, a good driving record,
and preferable be 21 or older. Salary
is $3.00 per hour and up.
#789 A general contractor has need
for a secretary. Must have a
minimum of two years college
accounting. Salary is $4.25 per hour.
#793 A bookkeeper is needed. Must
have some bookkeeping knowledge.
Salary is $4.00-4.50 per -hour.

#818

An algebra tutor is needed.
Must have ability to teach advanced
high school algebra. Salary is
negotiable.
#819
A weekend counselor for
disabled persons is needed. Must
have experience and an education in
working with developmentally
disabled. Salary is $4.00 per hour.
#820 A secretarial clerk is needed.
Must have 10-key and calculator
experience, numerical aptitude,
ability to audit invoices and ability
to calculate statistics. Salary is
$3.50 per hour.
#822 A courier-driver is needed.
Must own a van or a truck with a
canopy. Salary is $7.00 per hour.
#823 There is an opening for a gas
station attendant. Must be eighteen
years of age or older. Salary is $3.15
per hour.
#826 A coordinator for a college
church youth program is needed. A
senior or junior is preferred. Salary
is negotiable.
#825 A night auditor is needed.
Preferably, should have accounting
or book keeping experience, but will
consider those with mathematical
aptitude. Salary is $3.90 per hour.

Safety/Security

Want Ads

Crime Report

Easy Xmas Shopping
Afghans - Latch Hook Rugs (or wall
hangings) & Tufted Panels. Beautiful
work. Call Ann 752-8877.

Travel Opportunity
Move off-campus to a spacious
adventurous house on North 8th
Meet fun loving people! Just minutes away from stores, banks, and
school. Utilities already paid for!
All this and more for only $100.00 a
month! Don't miss this opportunity
of a lifetime - call Vacancy Travel
Agency today at 759-3833. Ask for
Ric. See what life is really like!
An equal opportunity

The following corporations will
have representatives on the U.P.S.
campus during the coming week interviewing interested students. If
you are interested in being scheduled
for any of these interviews, stop by
the Academic Advising Career
Planning and Placement Offic, Library 225 to sign-up. Please bring a
1complete resume with you at the
time of sign-up

Tuesday, November 20
Moss Adams will be on campus
interviewing for entry level
accountants.
Also, the Air Force Officer Placement division will be interviewing
for officer candidates.
Finally, a Job Search Workshop
will be held today at 4:00 pm in
Library 217. -

10/10 at 12/01 am: A fire generated
in a paper recycling bin behind the
Student Union Building. Tacoma
Fire Department officers responded
to extinguish the fire. Damages were
negligible.
A student
10/10
at 8:00 pm:
discovered that the trunk of her
vehicle had been forced open and
that her spare tire and tim along with
several miscellaneous items (value
$90.00) had been stolen. The car was
parked near North 14th and
Washington streets at the time of the
incident. No suspects.

HOLIDA Y SPECIALS

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR COLLEGE GRADS
A lot of companies will give you an importantsounding title.
The Navy will give you a i 'ally important job.
As a Navy Officer, yo '11 have command over
men, responsibility for m,Ati-1 i. [lion-dollar equipment, and the chance to pove yourself as a leader.
You'll also get top pay, travel opportunities, and
a wide range of benefits. t"or plete information
about becoming a Navy OfIc, ontact:
LT Carol J. Mit hael
442-5700
300 120th Aver ue NE
Belleue, WA 98005

Northwest Hair Design
3321 N 26th
Between Warner & Lawrence)

759-2363
Apple Pectin-(Lamaur)
Dou-Th erm-(Zotos)
Creative Curl-(Redken)
$25.00 Complete

Haircut & Blow dry- $9.50
Frosting- Complete- $18.00

Be ready for those Holidays
Come and see the ones who care How
(Special good through Dec. 22)

YOU

Look!
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Today
Nov. 16
Tim Hansen and Michel Rocchi
will be holding a debate on the
problems and future of the Middle
East today at 12:15. The lecture is
sponsored by the Associated Politics
and Government Students.

Come and see how the swinging
I singles really swing at this weekends
Campus movie "Looking For Mr.
Goodbar." Diane Keaton stars in
this
Paramount
production.
Showtime is at 6:00, 8:20, and 10:40
in Mc 006.

Put on your Boogie shoes and
come to the SUB for a night of
dancing pleasure at this evenings
ASUPS sponsored dance. "City Life"
will provide the music. Free tickets
to next weeks campus movie
"Superman" will be given to the first
25 people to come before 10 pm.
The dance runs from 9:15 to 1:15.

Sat.
Nov. 17
The Logger Gridmen take the field
for the final time this season in their
8 pm match-up with Simon Fraser
University. Travel to Vancouver
with the Logger's for this final game.
Good luck Loggers.

The mens and womens soccer
teams will be on the road once again
this weekend, as they compete in
match-ups with Oregon State
University and Univ. of Oregon. Go
get em!

"Looking for Mr. Goodbar," based
on the number 1 Best selling novel
by Judith Rossner, is playing in Mc
006 this evening at 6,8:40, and 11:20.
ns
Admission price is on,Ly 50

Tues.
Nov. 20

Sun.
Nov. 18

Come join us in Kilworth Chapel
at 11:30 this morning for an all
campus Christian worship service.
Scott Jackson and David Johnson
will be speaking. This service kicksoff the day long fast for world
hunger sponsored by the Chaplains
office.

Catholic Mass will be held in
Kilworth Chapel tonight at 7 pm.
Everyone is welcome to attend.

Tonights your last chance to see
Diane Keaton in her starring
performance in the campus film
"Looking For Mr. Goodbar."
Showtime is at 6 and 8:40 in Mc 006.

How about a delicious study
break? Spurs, a sophomore service
organization, will be selling freshly
baked donuts in all living groups on
campus tonight between 9:30 and
10:00. For only a quarter you can
treat yourself to a delicious donut
and not even leave home. Why not
buy one for a friend?

Come to Langlow house today at 4
pm for an informal lecture and
question and answer session at the
weekly "Tuesday Tea & Sherry."

Inn II meets tonight in Kilworth
Chapel. Come join us in an informal
worship service at 9:45.

Wed.
Nov. 21

Langlow house is once again
sponsoring an informal lecture and
discussion at 4 pm today for their
"Tea & Sherry" session.

Mon.
Nov. 19

In
honor
of
Thanksgiving
Vacation there will be a campuswide celebration on Wednesday the
21st - All we ask is that you dress in
your favorite Pilgrim or Indian garb!
The entire SUB will be
redecorated to look like Plymouth,
Massachusetts and Jones Hall is
being outfitted to resemble the
Mayflower. 500 wild turkeys are
being imported from Southeast Asia
to be here - they will be let loose in a
gala-spectacular event taking place
Thursday noon outside of Dr. Phibbs
house. You are urged to bring your
own corn, pumpkins, pecan pie, etc.
Be there or be square Aloha Don't forget to put together your
Pilgrim outfit or Indian breechcloth.

HAPPY Thanksgiving!

Christian Athletes are meeting this
evening at 7:30 in Kilworth Chapel.
Everyone is welcome to attend,

till

Wed.
Nov. 28
There
is
an
Artist
Series
performance: Bela Siki this evening
at the Jacobsen Recital Hall at 8 pm.
All are invited to attend.

Agape meets tonight at 7 pm.
Come join us for fun and fellowship.
Everyone is welcome.

Thurs.
Nov. 22

days

-

Inn II invites you to be their
special guest this evening for an
informal Christian Worship Service
at Kilworth Chapel at 9:45.

E.A.G. members. - IMPORTANT
meeting tonight, 5:30 p.m. SUB
lounge concerning the
Environmental Faire. Please attend!
(Environmental Awareness Group).

more
Only
two
Thanksgiving Breakl
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Tues.
Nov. 27
Basketball season has begun!
Don't miss the season opener
tonight as the Loggers host
"Athletes-in-Action" in the newly
renovated field house.

Thurs.
Nov. 29
Wilderness House is sponsoring a
seminar for all skiers and nonskiers
entitled "Ski Maintenance
Workshop." You should be able to
learn some valuable information
about ski care and upkeep.

Odds &
Ends
We know all of you out there are
looking for your very own Phil
Phibbs Bow tie buttons. These are
HOT items and available only
through Alpha Phi Distributors
(x4275). Get one for your spouse,
your friend or even your dog ever yone can look as great as Phil!
These buttons are trend-setters perfect for every occasion! Don't be
without one! They will be sold in the
SUB this coming week. Only $1.00.

lnformaLsorority rush has begun!
If you are interested in joining a
sorority, learning about the Greek
system, or just meeting people, now
is the time to look into Greek Life.
For info. and sign-up call Teri at 759090.
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The "Combat Zone" is intended as
a satirical work and has, as such, been
set off from the rest of this newspaper.. Any resemblence to any
person, place, thing or other entity,
without satirical intent, is strictly
coincidental.

Harvey turns traitor-

Latest word on the Pekinese
Liberation Organization is that they
have lost control of Jones Hall, but
nave cleverly locked themselves
into John Magee's office. "We are
hanging on the best we can," said
head subversive Scott Jackson,
someone smuggled in some cucumber sandwiches which is helpful, and
a great change from an all-liquid
diet. But what really hurt us was
when Steve Harvey f inked on us and
let Mark Gavin into Jones, ever since
then its been a hard struggle." Scott
finished by adding that, "Steve
Harvey is an untrustworthy weasel
and no one should ever listen to anything he says."
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Burning Pets?
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Frank Likes Lisa
In a bold move that will certainly
shock Northwest Acadamae, UPS
English Professor Charles Frank has
added Playboy magazine to the required reading for English 423
American Lit from the Civil War.
When contacted in the men's room
on the third floor of the Library, Dr.
Frank said, "It supplements our sexual exploitation unit. Besides, all of
those business students suscribe to
the Wall Street Journal.
Hey!
Check out Miss December!" Next
week's guest lecturer will be 1977
Miss April, Lisa Sohm. Registration
terminal operators reported, "A big
rush" for the class.
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In answer to inquiries based on
last weeks feature here are pet burning tips:
Tail first, that way they run

around the house and circulate the
heat

:

Lighter fluid and Kerosene is •

often effective
Dogs are better than cats as
cats tend to drown out the stereo
For large arenas birds are well
considered. Ray Bell is rumored to
be purchasing 200 parakeets to heat
the Fielcihouse
Never burn fish, for obvious
reason.
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"So You Think You're Tenured":
In Mc106 November 27th at 8:00p.m.
Featured Fighters are Mike "the aggregator"
Veseth and Bruce "thedefIato' Mann

S
Use a lighter or blowtorch since S

tailwagging will make you go •
through a lot of matches before you
S
can lightone
.
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Ernie Combs Presents
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1st Prize: A tenured position in the UPS Economics Dept.
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Added Attraction: Business Week Centerfold, Anita Baisinger
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